[1] Direct observations of microstructure near the Kuroshio Front were conducted in August 2008 and October 2009. These show negative potential vorticity (PV) in the mixed layer south of the front, where directly measured turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rates are an order magnitude larger than predicted by wind-scaling. These elevated dissipation rates scale better with an empirical scaling, which considers local wind and Ekman buoyancy flux driven by downfront wind. Near-zero PV in the thermocline under the Kuroshio mainstream is observed at 200-300 m depth, with dissipation exceeding open ocean thermocline values by factors of 10-100. Overall, the large turbulent dissipation rates measured in the Kuroshio can be categorized into two groups, one characterized by low Richardson number along the Kuroshio Front thermocline, and the other characterized by high stratification away from the Kuroshio mainstream. The former is attributed to mixing by unbalanced frontal ageostrophic flows, and the latter is attributed to internal wave breaking. On average, both groups appear in regions of large horizontal density gradients. Observed thermohaline structure shows low salinity tongues from the surface to over 300 m depth and deep cold tongues, extending upward from 500 to 100 m depth in a narrow (20 km) zone, suggesting down and upwelling driven by geostrophic straining, which is confirmed by Quasigeostrophic-Omega equation solutions. This implies that adiabatic along isopycnal subduction and diabatic diapycnal turbulent mixing acting in tandem at the Kuroshio Front likely contribute to NPIW formation.
Introduction
[2] Fronts in the ocean are known as sites of vigorous subduction and upwelling caused by meso-and submesoscale straining due to eddies around fronts, meandering of fronts themselves [Hoskins and Bretherton, 1972; Pollard and Regier, 1992; Rudnick, 1996] , as well as frictional Ekman suction and pumping due to wind-forcing, or internal friction in absence of the wind [Thompson, 2000; Thomas and Lee, 2005; Nagai et al., 2006; Giordani et al., 2006] . Since the vertical transport in the frontal regions brings nutrient rich water from lower layers into euphotic zone, fronts are also known to be sites of high biological productivity [Franks and Walstad, 1997] , and therefore, as fertile fishing grounds [Uda, 1936] .
[3] The ageostrophic circulation near a front has been traditionally inferred using inviscid balanced equations, such as Quasigeostrophic (QG) and Semigeostrophic (SG) Omega equations. These imply a downwelling tendency on the dense side and upwelling on the buoyant side of the front during frontogenesis and vice versa for frontolysis [Pollard and Regier, 1992; Rudnick, 1996] . The QG-w equation is known to fail under high curvature and/or large Rossby numbers, which can be remedied using SG framework, although the potential vorticity needs to retain a uniform sign so that the equation remains elliptic. The vertical flows diagnosed using QG-w equation typically have broad horizontal scale >O (10 km), with maximum magnitude of O (10 m day
À1
) at intermediate depth (>100 m depth).
[4] In contrast, recent high-resolution numerical studies using idealized frontal setups have revealed that intense upwelling and subduction occur near the surface in submesoscale range, O (100 m)-O (1 km) [Mahadevan and Archer, 2000; Lévy et al., 2001] , which is found to be associated with restratifying nature of surface mixed layer fronts [Boccaletti et al., 2007; Mahadevan et al., 2010] . These near surface features can possibly interact with deep adiabatic regime of ageostrophic flows driven by the mesoscale straining (E. Holmes and A. Tandon, personal communication, 2010) , and wind and/or frictionally induced ageostrophic secondary circulation [Thomas and Ferrari, 2008; Mahadevan et al., 2010; Nagai et al., 2006; Giordani et al., 2006] . Recent theoretical studies have also suggested that unbalanced flows near the fronts eventually break into inertia-gravity waves and/or three-dimensional microscale turbulence, which cascade mesoscale energy down to the Kolmogorov scale, where energy is finally dissipated to heat [McWilliams, 2008; Molemaker et al., 2010; Capet et al., 2008a Capet et al., , 2008b Capet et al., , 2008c . Generation mechanisms of such unbalanced flows have been proposed as follows. Molemaker et al. [2005] showed that the anticyclonic ageostrophic instability can grow when f + z À S < 0, where f is Coriolis parameter, z is vertical component of relative vorticity, and the strain rate, S is defined as
. This is a less severe constraint than the condition of inertial instability, f + z < 0. The anticyclonic ageostrophic instability condition can be satisfied even in QG flows especially on anticyclonic side of the front. On the other hand, McWilliams et al. [2009] showed that two-dimensional baroclinic ageostrophic frontogenesis caused by barotropic confluence results in growth of three-dimensional high wave number velocity fluctuations, and is potentially another route to dissipation [Capet et al., 2008a [Capet et al., , 2008b [Capet et al., , 2008c Molemaker et al., 2010] . In addition, another route is via the symmetric instability, which can grow when slope of the isopycnal is steeper than the slope of the isosurface of absolute momentum, which is equivalent to the condition that materially invariant Ertel potential vorticity (PV) has different signs in the domain. Symmetrically unstable condition can efficiently arise near the front by destruction of the PV due to downfront wind (winds in the same direction of the frontal current), which induces Ekman buoyancy flux, and brings heavier water over lighter water across the front [Thomas and Ferrari, 2008] . A numerical study by Taylor and Ferrari [2009] suggests that the secondary Kelvin-Helmholtz instability following the symmetric instability can efficiently achieve equilibrium by threedimensional turbulence, which with the downfront wind [Thomas and Taylor, 2010] and buoyancy flux [Taylor and Ferrari, 2010] , enhance the extraction of geostrophic kinetic energy to turbulent dissipation. Several previous studies have also pointed out that the wind-forcing and nearsurface turbulent friction and mixing [Thompson, 2000; Nagai et al., 2006 Nagai et al., , 2008 Pallás-Sanz et al., 2010a , 2010b Giordani et al., 2006] and that in the interior [Garrett and Loder, 1981] of the ocean fronts could induce ageostrophic secondary flows, in addition to that arisen from confluence and diffluence [Hoskins and Bretherton, 1972] .
[5] Though confluence and wind-forcing play an important role in driving ageostrophic secondary circulation, it is unclear whether this would result in enhanced dissipation at the fronts. There is some observational evidence to support enhanced mixing near fronts. Microstructure observations in the California Current System by Dewey and Moum [1990] have shown strong turbulent dissipation near the surface, which had deeper extent on the warm side of the front reflecting deeper mixed layer compared to that on the strongly stratified cold side of the front. Similar tendency is seen in our observations near the surface. A number of recent high-resolution observations have found symmetrically unstable negative PV regions in the mixed layer formed through PV destruction by the downfront wind in the subpolar front of Japan/East Sea [Thomas and Lee, 2005] , and in the Kuroshio Front [D'Asaro et al., 2011] . The latter study observed elevated turbulent dissipation in the mixed layer at the sharpest part of the Kuroshio Front, using a Lagrangian float. This observed enhanced turbulent dissipation is attributed to strong confluent flow formed by the Kuroshio and the Oyashio currents, and the Ekman buoyancy flux due to the downfront wind [D'Asaro et al., 2011] .
[6] Below the mixed layer, turbulence has traditionally been believed to be very weak even near fronts, which have large current shear, as it is always compensated by strong stratification. A number of field studies using microstructure profilers in 1970's concluded that moderate levels of patchy turbulence measured near the Gulf Stream are attributed to random internal wave breaking [Oakey and Elliot, 1977; Gregg and Sanford, 1980] , supporting the above notion. However, recent microstructure experiments in the Gulf Stream [Winkel et al., 2002; Inoue et al., 2010] observed banded shear with alternating signs under the Gulf Stream and showed that turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rates in the thermocline of the Gulf Stream were an order of magnitude larger than typical thermocline dissipation rates in the open ocean. These studies attributed the observed turbulence entirely to internal wave breaking. In contrast, Nagai et al.
[2009] observed strong turbulent dissipation rates, O(10 À7 ) Wkg À1 with strong ageostrophic shear in the thermocline under the frontogenetic Kuroshio mainstream at 200-250 m depth. As the directly observed strong turbulence was on the cyclonic side of the jet, where the wall of positive effective Coriolis parameter may reflect near inertial waves, it was suggested that breaking of remotely generated near inertial waves were unlikely to be the source of the observed turbulence. Instead, because strong turbulence is found away from the surface boundary layer, they suggested that the unforced, unbalanced route to dissipation could be active in the Kuroshio thermocline, although the number of measured dissipation profiles was rather small [Nagai et al., 2009] . Similarly, Johnston et al. [2011] reported elevated turbulent dissipation on the cyclonic side of the fronts off California Current System using a towed high-resolution microconductivity profiler.
[7] Although observational evidence of enhanced turbulence near fronts has increased, the detailed mechanisms responsible for increased dissipation and their relative importance is still unclear. Specifically, it is unknown whether the dominant dissipation mechanism near fronts occur through mesoscale confluence-induced loss of balance in QG (or SG) flows, breaking of near-inertial waves trapped by the geostrophic vorticity field [Kunze, 1985] or PV reduction forced by downfront wind and/or buoyancy flux. Additional observations with particular emphasis on the turbulent dissipation, confluence, and surface forcing near the front are required to assess this issue. In this study, data from a series of intensive field campaigns of microstructure observations conducted in summer 2008 and fall 2009 with multiple north-south sections near the Kuroshio Front are analyzed. The objectives of this study are (1) to characterize thermohaline structure and microscale turbulence, (2) to elucidate whether turbulent dissipation is enhanced near the Kuroshio Front, (3) to investigate generation mechanisms of observed microscale turbulence, and (4) to infer ageostrophic vertical flow.
[8] The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the observations and data analysis; section 3 discusses low salinity tongues extending from the top and cold temperature tongues from depth to upper layers near the Kuroshio Front within 20 km of each other, followed by results of the microstructure measurements in the mixed layer and below the mixed layer. Section 4 investigates mesoscale forcing and vertical flow inferred using QG-w equation. Section 5 summarizes the results.
Field Experiments and Data Analysis
[9] An intensive interdisciplinary field campaign was carried out using R/V Natsushima (JAMSTEC) from October 17 through 24, 2009. We made five north-south transects, each of which spans about 140 km. The western most transect is named as Leg A, followed by Leg B and so on to Leg E, which is the most eastward (Figure 1 ). We deployed CTD (Advantech Ltd.) with Niskin Bottles, Lowered Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (LADCP) (300 kHz), and Visual Plankton Recorder (VPR) every 9.26 km (5 miles) at 7-9 stations for each north-south transect to approximately 275 m depth. LADCP was programmed to average velocity data over 10 m with 20 bins and at 1 Hz. Each standard CTD/LADCP profile takes about 40 minutes for deployment and recovery. In addition to the conventional CTD observations, towed, free-fall CTD, Underway CTD (Oceanscience) was also deployed at 11 stations along Leg A. Every 11.1 km (6 miles), XBT (T-7) observations were conducted at 12 stations for each transect to acquire mesoscale temperature field across and along front. XBT observations at each station yielded a vertical temperature profile down to 750 m depth. Turbulence Ocean Microstructure Acquisition Profiler Laser (TurboMAP-L) ] was deployed at 2-8 stations for each transect (except Leg D due to a technical problem). Acoustic backscatter was measured by SIMRAD EK60 with two frequencies, 38 kHz and 120 kHz.
[10] The observed CTD measurements are used to correct the depth of the LADCP, and velocity profiles are obtained utilizing the shear method [Fischer and Visbeck, 1993] , implemented in the freely available LDEO LADCP Processing software developed by A.M. Thurnherr (http://www. ldeo.columbia.edu/ ant/LADCP/). The LADCP data are referenced to the surface flow measured by a shipboard surface Doppler current meter. As most of our CTD data are recorded during their downcasts, we extract the velocity profile derived only from downcast data.
[11] The turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rates for 2008 and 2009 data are estimated by integrating shear spectrum between roughly 1 cpm and the half of the Kolmogorov wave number, where shear spectra agree well with the Nasmyth shear spectrum (Figure 2 ). Beyond this range in wave number, we extrapolate shear spectra using the Nasmyth spectrum to avoid integrating noise spectra. A correction for the Nasmyth spectrum proposed by Oakey [1982] is employed for unresolved high wave number shear variance. A single value of dissipation rate is obtained over a 4 m depth bin, corresponding to approximately 3600 data points for shear data.
[12] Measured temperature and salinity data are averaged every 4 m, and velocity data are interpolated on the same depth grid. These 4 m data are used to construct vertical (yz) sections of temperature, salinity, velocity, and background Richardson number, making use of optimum interpolation with decorrelation scale of 25 km and 40 m for meridional and vertical direction, respectively.
[13] Meteorological data for wind speed, direction, and air temperature are measured continuously during the cruise every 1 minute, and atmospheric pressure and cloudiness recorded every 4 hours. We use relative humidity data available every hour from Choshi meteorological station closest to the observational site. These data are used to estimate net heat flux during nighttime and wind stress using bulk formula developed by Fairall et al. [1996] .
[14] For similar observations in 2008, we deployed XBT every 3.7 km and TurboMAP-II every 28 km across the Kuroshio Front. Details of these observations can be found in Nagai et al. [2009] .
Microscale Turbulence and Thermohaline Structure Near the Kuroshio Front
[15] Shipboard surface Doppler current meter data and Sea Surface Temperature satellite image show that most of the north-south transects were nearly normal to the Kuroshio Front, which was undergoing small amplitude mesoscale meandering (Figure 3b ). Based on the surface current data across the Kuroshio jet, Leg A through C span a region where the mesoscale meander is transitioning from crest to trough, while Leg D and E are in a region which transitions from trough to crest (Figure 3b ). The speed of the eastward flowing Kuroshio jet exceeds 2 ms À1 . AVHRR SST image (Figure 3) shows that there was a warm water pool to the north of the Leg A and B, which extended northward wrapped around a high sea surface height field clockwise as is typically the case for surface streamers of warm water. The current data near the warm water pool shows clockwise flow, the southern edge of which flows westward, opposite to the Kuroshio Current. This flow pattern is suggestive of submesoscale cyclonic vorticity ($O(10 km) between the warm water pool and the Kuroshio Front, in which the flow changes its direction from westward to eastward within 10-20 km scale and is inconsistent with SSH field and appears more correlated with SST. This feature (Figure 3b , Legs B and C) shows flow toward the Kuroshio mainstream, creating a region of confluence. Wind records along the ship track show that wind speed was moderate to strong ($3-15 ms À1 ), and wind direction was aligned downfront (in the same direction as the frontal jet) in southern part of Leg A and C, while crossfront or upfront wind (in the opposite direction as the frontal jet) are found in other regions (Figure 4a ). Along-front wind component averaged from Leg A through E, with respect to the Kuroshio axis, defined as the location of current maxima, shows that averaged wind to the south of the front was $5 ms À1 and was downfront (Figures 4b and 4c ).
[16] One of the most prominent features we observed is a low salinity tongue elongated from the surface to over 300 m depth in Leg A (centered at 35.9 N), which is accompanied by a low temperature tongue extending from below 500 m to 100 m depth ( Figure 5 ). These tongues of two different water properties occur within 20 km in the same location, implying up-and downwelling are strongly modifying tracer distributions. This will be investigated in section 4 using the Quasi-Geostrophic (hereinafter QG) omega equation. Although low salinity water near the Kuroshio mainstream has been observed [e.g., Iwamatsu et al., 2003] , it is only after recent high-resolution surveys that tongue like structures from the surface have begun to be confirmed [e.g., Kouketsu et al., 2005] . Low salinity water is found in most of the transects across the Kuroshio, including our 2008 data ( Figure 6 ). It is intriguing that the most of the salinity structures, which concave downward, are accompanied by cold temperature structure, which convex upward in an overlapping depth range (100-300 m). This suggests that diapycnal mixing between low salinity-low temperature and high salinity-high temperature waters is active at the intermediate depths near the Kuroshio Front. These tongues are also suggestive of both upwelling and downwelling occurring in close proximately of the Kuroshio Front (Figures 5 and 6a-6d).
[17] Thermal structure across the Kuroshio Front shows the simultaneous presence of two fronts on the warm side of the Kuroshio with different vertical scales, i.e., the deep Kuroshio Front of the vertical scale, >500 m, and shallow front, $100 m on top of the Kuroshio Front ( Figure 6 ). Along the isopycnal of the shallow front, a shallow low salinity signature is observed in Leg D and E (Figures 6d and 6e), which is also a tongue of elevated nutrients in Leg E (not shown), suggesting that submesoscale subduction of nutrient-rich north side water could potentially fertilize the oligotrophic Kuroshio water (S. Clayton et al., personal communication, 2010) .
Turbulence in the Mixed Layer Front
[18] The stratification in the upper 100 m is quite different north and south of the Kuroshio Front. The relatively well mixed near-surface water on the southern side of the Kuroshio Front, forms a mixed layer front. In contrast, stronger stratification is found in upper layers on the north side of the front. This may suppress rapid restratification of the mixed layer front to the north, as the north side of the front is already stratified. This contrast in stratification across the Kuroshio Front influences the across front variations in the vertical extent of the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate as in Dewey and Moum [1990] . On the north side of the Kuroshio main axis, at Stn.9 and 10 in Leg B, turbulent shear is stronger subsurface at 50-150 m depth, rather than closer to the surface. At these stations, south of the warm water pool, surface features show submesoscale cyclonic vortex structure ( Figure 3 ) and the low salinity water appears right next to the Kuroshio mainstream (Figures 6b and  6c ). The dissipation rate of the subsurface turbulence is found to be O 10 À8 À 10 Figure 10c ). In contrast, intense turbulent shear is observed in the relatively well mixed upper 70 m, on the warm side of the Kuroshio Front for Leg A and Leg E (Figures 6a and 6e ), where the dissipation rate is found to be O 10 À7 À 10 (Figures 10a and 10g ).
[19] Measured dissipation rates in the mixed layer during daytime are compared with the wind-scaling for the dissipation, i.e.,
where k is von Karman constant, 0.41, and u ⋆ is friction velocity, ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi t=r p , where t is the wind stress. Since the contribution from rapidly flowing surface current of the Kuroshio Current (>2 ms À1 ) to the momentum stress at the surface may not be negligible, velocity difference between the surface current and wind speed is taken into account using conventional bulk equation [Fairall et al., 1996] . However, accounting for the influence of surface currents in the scaling makes only up to 10% difference. The mixed layer depth, D, defined as the depth at which temperature drops 0.05 C from the surface, is rather shallow ($10 m) north of the front, and relatively deeper (30-60 m) on the south side. Because the dissipation measurements in the near surface region could be influenced from wake of the ship, we only scale the dissipation rate data below 10 m depth. This automatically eliminates dissipation data in Stn. 9-13 of Leg B as the mixed layer depth is quite shallow (<10 m). Normalized and averaged shear spectra in the mixed layer show fairly good agreement with Nasmyth [1970] turbulence spectra ( Figure S1 in the auxiliary material). 1 The scaled daytime dissipation rates in Stn.1 show much weaker values than that based on the wind-scaling. As the observations conducted at Stn.1 are 5-6 hours after sunrise, penetrative solar heating can suppress turbulence, along with modulation of diurnal remnant layer [Brainerd and Gregg, 1993] . In contrast, the scaled dissipation rates in Leg E (Stn. 38-40, Figure 7a ) are 5 to 10 times greater than that of the windscaling, W , all through the mixed layer. The elevated dissipation does not follow z À4 or z À2 power laws (Figure 7a ), which have been found for surface wave breaking [Terray et al., 1996] . These stations are on the south side of the Kuroshio Front where relatively deeper mixed layer is formed, and where the cruise averaged wind is in downfront direction (Figures 4b and 4c ). Thomas and Taylor [2010] showed that under downfront wind conditions, the sum of the turbulent kinetic energy production terms can be scaled by Ekman buoyancy flux (hereinafter, EBF). The large dissipation rates found in Leg E (Stn. 38-40) are, therefore, scaled by EBF (Figures 7b and 7c) . EBF is estimated by taking the product of buoyancy gradient and Ekman transport computed with the cruise-averaged downfront wind (Figure 4b ), assuming that Ekman drift is fully developed after several inertial periods (note local 2p / f = 21 hours). Both the influence from local wind induced mixing and EBF due to downfront component are expected to contribute to the observed turbulence. The scaling when both wind and buoyancy flux contribute to mixing has been studied by Lombardo and Gregg [1989] . They found an empirical law, i.e., LG = 1.76 W + 0.58J b 0 , where J b 0 is positive buoyancy flux (cooling) at the surface. We employed this empirical form using EBF instead of J b 0 . The results of the scaling show that the observed dissipation rates are scaled better by the empirical law with EBF ( Figure 7c ). The ratios of mixed layer depth to Monin-Obkhov length based on EBF, L = D/(u ⋆ 3 /kEBF) for Stn. 38-40 are 0.52, 2.68, and 13.42, respectively. These ratios imply that mixed layer dissipation in Stn. 38 is controlled mainly by the wind (near surface data in Stn. 38, Figure 7a ), whereas dissipation in Stn. 39-40 is influenced both by the wind and EBF (Figure 7c) . The results show that scaled dissipation rates by EBF alone are still larger than unity by factor of 5-10 ( Figure 7b ). This suggests that the strong dissipation rates observed in the mixed layer front on the south side are caused by the local wind and EBF associated with the downfront wind.
[20] showed that Ertel Potential Vorticity (PV) is reduced to near zero or even negative values due to frictional torque associated with downfront wind. We compute Ertel potential vorticity for a two-dimensional front, q NÀS , for each north-south section, including the 2008 data, assuming contributions from zonal gradients of density and velocity, and the contribution from vertical velocity are negligible, i.e.,
where y and z are meridional and vertical (positive upward) directions, u is zonal velocity, r o is reference density, s q is potential density minus 1000, f is Coriolis parameter. The q NÀS for the mixed layer in Leg A and E are computed using the surface current meter data, and surface temperature data averaged and recorded every 120 seconds, which allow resulting meridional density and velocity gradients to be of high spatial resolution. These surface data are averaged over 4 km horizontally and interpolated at each station. Since the density in the mixed layer on the south side of the Kuroshio Front is mostly determined by temperature (Figures 6a and  6e ), we use objectively mapped salinity to compute surface density. Including salinity variations does not significantly alter the results. As LADCP data lacks near surface currents, meridional density gradient is used to estimate the background shear assuming thermal wind balance. The mixed layer averaged vertical density gradient, ∂s q /∂z, is obtained for each station using CTD data. The 95% confidence interval for q NÀS at each station is computed as the maximum Figure 7 . Scaling of mixed layer dissipation with (a) wind-scaling, W = u * 3 /(kz) for data during daytime (u * ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi t=r p is friction velocity, t is wind stress estimated considering velocity difference between surface current and wind, k is von Karman constant, and z is depth), (b) Ekman buoyancy flux (EBF), b y t DFW / (r o f ) (b y : meridional buoyancy gradient at the surface; t DFW : downfront wind stress; r o : reference density; f: Coriolis parameter), and (c) with an empirical scaling using EBF, LG = 1.76 W + 0.58EBF, plotted against nondimensional depth by mixed layer depth (<0.05 C from the surface). The abscissa is in log scale. Closed symbols are for dissipation data from mixed layer on the south side of the front, and open symbols are from north side. Markers are assigned for each station, as follows: open circles, 1; open triangles, 17; stars, 18; solid circles, 38; squares, 39; solid triangles, 40. possible error band derived from the errors estimated for each component, such as the horizontal and vertical velocity and density gradients in (2). We use the bootstrap method with 5000 re-samplings at each averaging bin. The computed q NÀS using (2) on the south side of the Kuroshio Front for Leg A and E, shows that the mixed layer PVs exhibit negative signs (Figures 8a and 8e) , which arise from vertical and horizontal tilting terms, Àu y b z g À1 and Àb y 2 g À1 f
À1
, respectively, on the warm side of the front. We remind the reader that the symmetric instability criteria for two-dimensional front,
is Coriolis parameter, and b is buoyancy) is identical to the condition that q NÀS is negative. The negative sign of q NÀS indicates that the mixed layer flow is symmetrically unstable. Taylor and Ferrari [2009] showed that such a situation leads to three-dimensional turbulence due to the secondary Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the symmetrically unstable flow. As discussed in the next section, frictional reduction of PV is very efficient under the downfront wind conditions , which is observed during our experiments on the south side of the front. Note that at some stations, even ( f À u y )b z g À1 is negative, suggesting inertial instability. These conditions suggest that the directly observed elevated turbulent dissipation rates in the mixed layer on the warm side of the Kuroshio Front are influenced by inertial and/or symmetric instability [Thomas and Lee, 2005] , similar to recent numerical Ferrari, 2009, 2010; Thomas and Taylor, 2010] and field studies [Joyce et al., 2009; D'Asaro et al., 2011] . [Winkel et al., 2002; Inoue et al., 2010] also report much stronger turbulence in the thermocline, although these studies attribute the observed mixing in the thermocline entirely to internal Mixed layer q NÀS is obtained using surface current meter data, surface temperature records averaged every 120 seconds, and vertical density gradient at each station. These surface records are averaged every 4 km and interpolated at each station of Leg A and E. Objectively mapped salinity is used to compute surface density. The shading indicates 95% confidence intervals obtained by the bootstrap method with 5000 resamplings.
waves. Relatively large but somewhat patchy turbulent shear is also observed below 70 m, away from the tilted thermocline of the Kuroshio Front in Leg E and Leg A (Figures 6a and 6e) .
[22] The vertical section of q NÀS and each vorticity component shown in Figure 9 are obtained by averaging the measured density and ADCP zonal velocity over 4 km in the horizontal and 16 m in the vertical. As horizontal resolutions of density and velocity measurements in 2009 data are rather coarse (9 km), the vertical section of q NÀS is shown only for the high-resolution data. However, the overall trend of PV distribution near the Kuroshio Front in 2009 is similar to that in 2008. An error analysis is performed for density and velocity using the bootstrap method with 1000 re-samplings (Figures 9b and 9c) , whereas, on the north side the shear induced tilting term, u z b y /g, also plays an important (Figure 9a ), similar to the low salinity tongue observed in Leg A (Figure 6a) . However, the distribution of the high PV tongue is not as deep as low salinity subduction and becomes patchier at deeper depth. More importantly, the tongue of high PV water appears to be elongated toward the patches of negative q NÀS water distributed along the tilted thermocline of the Kuroshio Front (Figure 9a ), marking the along isopycnal subduction of high PV in the tilted thermocline. The negative q NÀS region at 200-250 m depth is undergoing strong diapycnal mixing, as evidenced by the high dissipation rate (Figure 6f) . A possible explanation is that the microscale turbulence is acting to reset the PV to zero. The negative q NÀS arises mainly from the shear tilting term, u z b y /g (Figure 9d ), which is extremely large for the 2008 data. The error analysis for q NÀS using the bootstrap method shows that the estimated upper bound of 95% confidence intervals are near-zero and remain negative in some portions near the front ( Figure S2 in the auxiliary material). Along frontal gradients, which could arise from submesoscale flows and are neglected in (2), could contribute to the total PV. We estimate the contributions from the terms arising from these along frontal variations, such as Àv z b x /g, v x b z /g, using surface temperature and salinity records and ship-board ADCP data at 224 m where the negative q NÀS is found (Figure 9a) , measured while the ship was drifting eastward for the deployment of instruments. We use surface density to estimate zonal gradient because we do not have continuous density records at 224 m. The surface density gradient is an upper bound, as the buoyancy variation at the surface is expected to be larger than that at depth. The drifting occurred mostly in Based on the above error estimates, we conclude that grid averaged PV in the thermocline of the Kuroshio is near-zero. The strong turbulence found in the near-zero PV water suggests that the microscale turbulence may be resetting unresolved negative PV by undergoing symmetric instability as in Taylor and Ferrari [2009] . As Haynes and McIntyre's [1987] impermeability theorem precludes generation of large volumes of net negative PV in the interior, the origin of the near-zero PV water in the thermocline is unclear, though there are two possibilities. One possibility for its origin is the interaction of the Kuroshio with the Izu-Ogasawara ridge, which is 200-300 kilometers upstream from the observation site. (For example, density surface of s q = 26 is as shallow as 200 m under the Kuroshio mainstream, but as deep as 500 m on the south side of the front). Since the Kuroshio, whose frontal signature is deeper than 500 m, mostly passes through the ridge, which includes a large area of shallow regions (<500 m) and several islands (Figure 3a) , it is possible that the low PV water is created by intense mixing at the bottom boundary or sidewall of the ridge [e.g., Hasegawa et al., 2004] , and, transported or upwelled along isopycnal to the observation site within a few days. Argo float profiling data in Nov. 2009 show that the deepest potential density reaches s q = 26 À 26.5 just above the bottom ( Figure S4 in the auxiliary material). This suggests that the near-zero PV water of s q = 26 À 26.5 found under the Kuroshio with strong turbulent dissipation, could have been transported along isopycnals after the formation at the ridge. Another possibility is the formation of the negative PV at the surface upstream of the Kuroshio, which is subducted and isolated from the surface by advective processes [Thomas, 2008] . In 2008, there were no significant wind events in the month preceding the observations [Nagai et al., 2009] , whereas in 2009, there was a typhoon a week before the observations.
[23] Direct observation of microscale turbulence under the Kuroshio shows intense turbulence in the same region ( Figure 6f ) and in the same depth range of 200-300 m where patchy negative q NÀS values are found in the 2008 data (Figure 9a ). These conditions in our observations at depth are in contrast to the near surface forced symmetric instability driven by downfront wind in the subpolar front of Japan/East Sea [Thomas and Lee, 2005] , the Gulf Stream [Joyce et al., 2009] , and the Kuroshio (Figure 9e ) [D'Asaro et al., 2011] , where the near surface negative PV water is formed through positive buoyancy flux [Taylor and Ferrari, 2010] and frictional reduction due to downfront wind, extracting high PV from the base of the mixed layer [Thomas, 2005] . In the sections presented here, a vast reservoir of the low PV water is present below the thermocline, that turns out to be near-zero in patches under the Kuroshio mainstream. The low PV characteristics found on the south side of the Kuroshio Front correspond to Subtropical Mode Water (STMW) in western North Pacific ($400 m depth), which is believed to be formed through wind and convective mixing in winter [Qiu and Chen, 2006] . On the other hand, the low PV north of the Kuroshio could be influenced from low PV and salinity characteristics of Oyashio water [Yasuda, 2004] .
[24] Although the strong and deep jet of the Kuroshio surrounded by the low PV water at intermediate depth (>150 m) is preconditioned for symmetric instability, sign reversal in PV is a necessary condition for onset of instability. Here, we examine the rate at which the internal mixing and friction can modify the near-zero or negative PV. The rate of change in the Ertel PV, q, due to diabatic processes can be written [e.g., Marshall and Nurser, 1992; as follows,
where g is gravitational acceleration, b is buoyancy, F is frictional force vector, and w a is absolute vorticity.
[25] As review, atmospheric buoyancy forcing and wind stress, acting on the surface of the front can induce non-advective PV flux, J , through D and F, respectively, i.e.,
for two-dimensional front with constant shear and stratification, where D ¼ Db=Dt and F is the divergence of vertical momentum flux at the surface.
[26] The first term of (4) can be negative when positive buoyancy flux (cooling) is forced at the surface (D ¼ Db=Dt < 0 ) with positive absolute vertical vorticity ( f À u y > 0), and the second term becomes negative when downfront wind stress (F > 0 for eastward flowing frontal jet consistent with b y < 0), effectively reduces the PV.
[27] For the 2009 observations, an order of magnitude estimate for the nighttime surface positive buoyancy flux (cooling), J b 0 at z = 0, is 10 À7 Wkg À1 , and momentum flux, t / r is 10 À4 m 2 s À2 . These values, with b y $ O(10 À6 s À2 ) and f À u y $ O(10 À4 s À1 ) lead to the ratio of the first term to the second term in bracket of (4) to be 0.1, suggesting that the momentum flux at the surface is the dominant contributor to PV flux in 2009. For the 2008 observations, because wind was weak, <5 ms À1 , both buoyancy and momentum flux are expected to be important contributors to PV flux during nighttime. Although we do not have shortwave radiation data, we expect stabilization during the day with negative buoyancy flux (solar heating) playing a role in suppressing the instability more strongly during 2008 than 2009.
[28] Near the Kuroshio Front, patchy turbulence is observed in the region where q NÀS < 0 (isopycnal tilt becomes steeper than that of isoline of the absolute momentum). This implies that symmetric instability and subsequent K-H instability along tilted isopycnal [Taylor and Ferrari, 2009] À Á m À1 s À1 due to vertical turbulent friction and mixing alone. Since the negative PV water created at the bottom boundary of the Izu-Ogasawara ridge would arrive at the observation site in approximately 2-3 days, bottom/sidewall boundary is one possible source of the negative PV in the thermocline. This topographic origin is in contrast to the previous observational [D'Asaro et al., 2011] and theoretical studies [Thomas and Lee, 2005; Thomas and Taylor, 2010] where symmetrically unstable condition arises by the surface boundary, which is balanced by extracting high PV water from below the surface mixed layer.
[29] The criterion of symmetric instability for a twodimensional front can be rewritten with nondimensional parameters, gradient Richardson number, Ri g = N 2 /S 2 , and Rossby number, Ro = À f À1 u y , i.e., (1 + Ro)Ri g < 1. In the mixed layer on the south side of the front in Leg E where intense turbulence is observed, q NÀS includes negative values (Figure 9e ), i.e., (1 + Ro)Ri g < 1, because of the anticyclonic vorticity (Ro < 0) with small Ri g . However, the region under the Kuroshio main axis ($230 m) on the cyclonic side of the front (Ro > 0, Figure 12h ) where strong turbulence is observed in 2008 (Figure 6f) , is found to be neutral with respect to the criterion for symmetric instability (Figure 9a ) as the very sharp front corresponds to very small values of Ri g (Figure 10 ), even though the large positive Rossby number (Ro > 0) opposes the tendency of the small Ri g to lower (1 + Ro)Ri g less than unity. Background gradient Richardson number, Ri g , shows O(1) or smaller values along tilted thermocline of the Kuroshio Front in Leg A, and E as shown in previous observations [Nagai et al., 2009] where observed turbulent dissipation rates are relatively large. However, for many locations, relatively large dissipation rates are not associated with low background Ri g (Figure 10 ). Turbulence driven by interactions of internal waves has been parameterized empirically with weaker dependency on the background Ri g [Gregg, 1989; MacKinnon and Gregg, 2003] . Therefore, the turbulence in relatively large Ri g > 1 regions may indicate the influence of internal waves. Recent field studies have observed coherent bands of shear, which are considered to be near-inertial waves, under the Gulf Stream [Inoue et al., 2010] , near the Japan/East Sea Subpolar Front [Shcherbina et al., 2003] , and between shelf and the Kuroshio Front [Rainville and Pinkel, 2004] . Although our velocity measurements by LADCP are spatially rather coarse in horizontal direction, shear square, S 2 = u z 2 + v z 2 shows coherent bands in several locations in observed transects (Figure 11) . In Leg A, large S 2 is found along tilted thermocline of the Kuroshio Front, forming bands of S 2 in the 100-200 m depth range, and along shallow thermocline around 50-100 m depth range (Figure 11a ). Similar to Leg A, in leg E large S 2 is found along shallow and deep thermocline of the Kuroshio Front (Figure 11i ). Although patchier than leg A and E, coherent shear bands are also observed north of the Kuroshio Front in Leg B, C, and D (Figures 11c, 11e, and 11g ). As these observations are near the front, geostrophic shear is expected to dominate. Computed geostrophic shear square, (f À1 ∂b/∂y) 2 , is found to be in agreement with observed S 2 pattern especially near the Kuroshio Front. Banded structures in geostrophic shear associated with cold water tongue are seen in Leg A under the Kuroshio mainstream below 200 m, similar to the observed S 2 (Figures 11a and 11b ). This result indicates that the observed shear is mainly dominated by geostrophic shear, except for S 2 north of the front and along shallow thermocline south of the front in Leg E.
[30] The velocity vectors turn with depth for vertically propagating near-inertial waves [Shcherbina et al., 2003] . Differences in velocity variance between clockwise (downward energy propagation) and anti-clockwise (upward energy propagation) turning components are estimated using rotary wave number spectra computed for LADCP data in 2009 surveys and shipboard ADCP data in 2008 (Figure 12 ). Vertical wave number auto-spectra and co-spectra of u and v are computed using modified periodogram method with a cosine window to obtain the rotary spectra. These results show that the clockwise velocity variance is dominant on the south side of Leg E (Figure 12e ), which corresponds to downward propagation of internal waves. Normalized effective Coriolis parameter, f
, computed using LADCP and ADCP data suggest that anticyclonic side of the front could potentially trap the near-inertial waves (Figures 12c and 12g) . The turning of the shear, represented by À tan À1 (V z /U z ) z , is very limited in the tilted thermocline of the sharp front in Leg A from 50 through 300 m, where Ri g is O(1) or smaller ( Figure S5 in the auxiliary material) . The ADCP data in the extremely sharp Kuroshio Front observed in 2008 also shows that shear turning with depth is small along the tilted thermocline of the front where Ri g is O(1) or smaller ( Figure S5f in the auxiliary material) . This result indicates that the shear at the sharp front is dominated by thermal-wind shear of the Kuroshio jet.
Statistics of Microstructure Data and Implications for Hydrography Near the Kuroshio Front
[31] Observed turbulent dissipation rates, in 2008 and 2009, averaged into binned log space of N 2 and S 2 show that relatively large can be categorized into two groups, i.e., Group One in low Ri g < O(1) region and Group Two in large N 2 (Figure 13b ). The first group occurs in relatively deeper layer (150-200 m) with some exceptions in well mixed near surface waters, whereas the second group is found in relatively shallow layer (50-150 m Figure 13d ). The former group mostly consists of relatively large found with low Ri g at the Kuroshio Front thermocline, and the latter corresponds to that observed with relatively large Ri g > 1, e.g. in upper 150 m of Leg E and B (Figure 10 ). Both groups occur at relatively large horizontal buoyancy gradients (Figure 13c ), suggesting that it is near the front that statistically rare and high dissipation occurs (Figures 13a, 13b , and 13c).
[32] The second group with large and large N 2 resembles a recent internal wave empirical parameterization by MacKinnon and Gregg [2003] (hereinafter, MG-scaling), who found better agreement between observed and predicted ones in a shelf sea, with an assumption that largescale background internal wave shear comes primarily from low frequency waves, which may also be relevant for upper ocean frontal regions. Comparisons between observed dissipation rates and MG-scaling shows significant but weak positive correlation ( Figure S6 in the auxiliary material, R = 0.24, significant with 99% confidence interval).
[33] The two distinct groups of observed here for very different values of Ri g , which is a dynamically important nondimensional parameter, implies that the single parameterization for internal waves may not be appropriate for these observations. The large in the first group may be associated with direct dissipation at the front [McWilliams et al., 2009; Molemaker et al., 2010; Capet et al., 2008a Capet et al., , 2008b Capet et al., , 2008c while in the second group it may be associated with internal wave breaking [Inoue et al., 2010; Winkel et al., 2002] , irrespective of whether the internal waves origin is remote or generated at the front [Plougonven and Snyder, 2007] .
[34] The strong turbulence observed near the low salinity tongue at Stn. 5 in Leg A and in the halocline in Leg B, and C ( Figure 6 ) suggest that low salinity water could be mixed diapycnally with the saltier Kuroshio water near the front, contributing to formation of intermediate water masses, such as the North Pacific Intermediate Water (NPIW) [Yasuda, 2004] . The NPIW, which is distributed over the entire subtropical gyre of the North Pacific, is characterized as the salinity minima between 300 and 800 m depth, associated with a pycnostad between 26.6 and 27.2, which do not outcrop in open water of entire North Pacific. q À S diagrams with turbulence data show that relatively strong dissipation rates O 10 À8 À 10 À7 À Á Wkg À1 are found between the Kuroshio water and water influenced by the Oyashio in the Kuroshio-Oyashio Mixed Water region at 60-250 m depth, reaching the periphery of the NPIW pycnostad, s q = 26.6 (Figures 14a and 14b) .
[35] The eddy diffusivity for our profiles is estimated using observed dissipation rate and stratification [Osborn, 1980] , i.e.,
The range of computed eddy diffusivity is found to be O 10 À5 À 10 À3 À Á m 2 s À1 , and reaches O 10 À4 À 10 À3 À Á m 2 s À1 at 100-300 m depth on average. These are one to two orders of magnitudes larger than typical thermocline values (Figure 14d ). This suggests that diapycnal mixing in the halocline near the Kuroshio Front can diffuse the low salinity water. Concurrently, the mesoscale confluence can bring the low salinity to layers above and below (see section 4). Therefore, these two processes acting in tandem can contribute to the net ventilation of the low salinity water. q À S diagram with averaged depth indicates such along isopycnal subduction (or isopycnal mixing) can also be ventilation in physical space (e.g. pycnostad 26-27 in Figure 14c ). Potential vorticity, q NÀS shows along and cross isopycnal variation and indicates that relatively low PV water appears in deeper layer (>150 m) on both sides of the Kuroshio Front, as well as in the surface mixed layer on the south (Figures 12a and 12c ), Leg B (Figures 12b and 12d) , and Leg E (Figures 12e and 12g ) and 2008 data (Figures 12f and 12h) . In Figures 12c, 12d, 12g , and 12h, the solid red lines show surface meridional buoyancy gradient (10 À6 s À1 ) to represent the location of the front. The integrated rotary spectra for 2008 surveys in Figure 12f are moving-averaged along meridional direction over 3 km.
side of the front, and are consistent with the positions of relatively large K r in q À S space. The cold tongue emanating from below and low salinity tongue emanating from above in physical space can be seen as zigzag q À S lines in between two dominant groups of water masses across the Kuroshio Front (Figure 14c ). The turbulent mixing between these water masses across the front found in q À S diagram suggests that the observed tongue or mound like thermohaline structures are highly diabatic.
Mesoscale Forcing and Subduction and Upwelling
[36] Observed temperature and salinity data are mapped horizontally with two exponentially decaying covariance models, exp(Àr/s r ), which are functions of zonal and meridional distance, r, and decorrelation length scales for each direction, s r , respectively. The decorrelation length scales obtained by least squares fit of covariances to the models are 122 km and 34 km for zonal and meridional directions, respectively. The monthly mean climatology of World Ocean Atlas 2005 (WOA05) are interpolated at the depths of horizontal maps, and utilized to construct mean temperature and salinity fields.
[37] The domain of the three-dimensional map is expanded to a 470 km Â 550 km Â 1000 m box to avoid strong boundary effects onto the interior solution. As our XBT temperature measurements are limited at most to 750 m depth, the density structure below 750 m is linearly relaxed to the horizontally uniform density field at the bottom. Nondivergent geostrophic flow is obtained by solving an elliptic equation for the geostrophic stream function (y x = v g , y y = À u g ) as in Rudnick [1996] . As our velocity data are limited to the upper 300 m at most of CTD/LADCP stations, the geostrophic stream function and associated Q vector below 300 m are based only on the density field, while they are obtained both from measured horizontal flow field and density field in upper 300 m. In the limit of adiabatic flow and small Rossby number, the vertical velocity has been traditionally inferred using Quasigeostrophic-w (QG-w) equation, i.e.,
where r h is horizontal derivative operator, and Q is the socalled Q vector, defined as (y xy b x À y xx b y , y yy b x À y xy b y ). The frontogenesis function defined as a product of Q and r h b normalized by |r h b|, i.e., is also the Lagrangian rate of change of buoyancy gradient. The sign of this function determines whether the front is under frontogentic condition ((7) > 0), or frontolytic condition ((7) < 0) [Bluestein, 1993] . Equation (6) is discretized using finite difference with horizontal and vertical resolutions of 1/40 and 4 m, respectively, and solved for the vertical velocity, w, with zero boundary condition at all boundaries. The domain ranges from 142 E through 147 E zonally, 33.5 N through 38.5 E meridionally and 0 through 1000 m vertically. Although the mainstream of the Kuroshio Front is hardly characterized as a small Rossby number flow, a higher order balanced model, such as the Semigeostrophic equation breaks down because of the sign reversal of the PV. Therefore, (6) is solved only to provide rough patterns of upand downwelling rather than accurate values of the vertical velocity.
[38] The solution for the frontogenesis function shows alternating signs along the weakly meandering Kuroshio Front (Figures 15a and 15b ). Frontogenesis ((7) > 0) appears in Leg A through C, where the mesoscale meander changes from crest to trough and frontolysis ((7) < 0) is found in Leg D through E, where the mesoscale meander changes from trough to crest (Figure 15 ). However, it is not constant with depth, and two different signs can appear along the same north-south transect (Figure 16 ). For Leg A, frontogenetic tendency dominates at the center of the Kuroshio Front and frontolytic tendency is also seen in the upper 150 m on the north side of the Kuroshio Front (Figure 16a ). In contrast, for Leg D and E, frontolytic tendency dominates at the center of the front and frontogenetic tendency is found in the upper layers on the north side (Figures 16c and 16e ). This pattern of frontogenesis at the center of the front with frontolysis to the north in the meander crest to trough region and vice versa for the meander trough to crest region are consistent with the results of neutral buoy experiments shown in Figure 14 of Bower [1989] . The inferred vertical velocity shows alternating up-and downwelling with magnitude exceeding O(10 mday À1 ), which are confined to the frontal region (Figures 15c and 15d) . Although the threedimensional solution of (6) allows dominance of single sign of either downwelling or upwelling at a cross frontal section, which differs from that of the two-dimensional picture, the overall pattern shows downwelling on the dense side and upwelling on the less dense side of the front in frontogenetic condition and vice versa for frontolysis (Figure 15 ).
[39] For Leg A where the frontogenesis dominates at the center of the front, downwelling and upwelling over 20 mday À1 are inferred on the north side and from the center to the south side of the Kuroshio Front, respectively (Figure 16 ). The downwelling for Leg A is consistent with the low salinity tongue extending from the surface to over 300 m depth and could explain its formation on the north side of the front (Figure 6a ). On the other hand, the upwelling inferred at the center of the front is consistent with observed cold water tongue extending from lower layer in Leg A (Figure 16b ). The central upwelling at the mixed layer front in the upper 100 m of Leg A (Figure 16b ) is a continuation of deep mesoscale upwelling. The horizontal structure of this upwelling is confined at narrow submesoscales. On the other hand, for the frontolytic Leg D and E, the region from the north side to the center of the front is inferred to be dominated by upwelling, whereas downwelling is predicted on the south side of the front. The dominant upwelling in these transects may contribute to the formation of cold temperature mounds that convex upward on the north side of the front (Figures 16d and 16f) . The submesoscale downwelling in the upper 100 m of the mixed layer front is seen in w-equation solution on the south side of the front in Leg D and is consistent with the shallow low salinity tongue at the same location (Figure 6d ).
Summary and Conclusion
[40] In this study, intensive surveys near the Kuroshio Front have been conducted using the microstructure profiler, LADCP, and CTD. Our observations suggest that the mixed layer south to the Kuroshio Front is in inertially and/or symmetrically unstable condition in fall 2009, because of the negative potential vorticity formed through the weak stratification and vertical and horizontal vorticity tilting on the anticyclonic side of the front. At these stations, because the cruise averaged wind is in the downfront direction, water can acquire negative PV value through frictional PV reduction driven by downfront wind stress at the surface of the front. Below the mixed layer, the PV is found to be near-zero in the tilted thermocline of the Kuroshio, which is formed by relatively weak stratification and large vertical shear at 220 m depth in 2008 data, suggesting that the Kuroshio Front thermocline is preconditioned for the symmetric instability. A similar tendency is found in the 2009 data.
[41] Direct observations of microscale turbulence show that turbulent dissipation rates are elevated in regions of the near-zero or negative PV in the mixed layer south of the front and in the thermocline under the mainstream of the Kuroshio. The scaling of the turbulent dissipation in the mixed layer shows that observed dissipation is an order of magnitude larger than the wind-scaling on the south side of the mixed layer front in Leg E, which can be scaled better using the empirical law considering wind and Ekman buoyancy flux. In contrast, the near-zero PV found in the thermocline (>150 m depth) of the Kuroshio Front is under the high PV layer (50-100 m depth), which may act as a barrier between the low PV water of the surface layers and that in the lower layers. At intermediate depths (>150 m) under the Kuroshio Front the low PV characteristics arise from weak stratification and vertical shear tilting term. The combination of the quasi-permanent shear, upstream intersection with topography, horizontal buoyancy gradient of the Kuroshio Front and the turbulent mixing, which we have repeatedly observed in the thermocline under the main stream of the Kuroshio Front, Figure 15 . Horizontal section of (top) frontogenesis function equation (7) Â 10 11 s À3 and (bottom) vertical velocity (mday À1 ) inverted using (6) could potentially lead to the patches of low PV arising near topography and advecting into the observed region where PV is being reset to zero by instabilities and subsequent mixing.
[42] Away from the Kuroshio mainstream, relatively strong coherent shear was observed both on the north side and south side of the Kuroshio Front, which cannot be seen in the corresponding geostrophic shear. Relatively strong turbulent dissipation observed in such regions were not associated with low background Ri g (Figures 10 and 13) . The rotary shear spectra show that these shear bands are attributed to downward propagations of near-inertial waves (Figure 12 ). Near-inertial waves are known to be trapped in anticyclonic regions with small effective Coriolis parameter, ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi f 2 À fu y p [Kunze, 1985] . The non-geostrophic shear and relatively strong turbulence observed on the south side of the Kuroshio in Leg A, and E below the mixed layer ( Figures 10, 11 , and 12) support this scenario.
[43] Observed turbulent dissipation rates averaged in shear squared (S 2 ), and vertical buoyancy gradient (N 2 ) illustrate that the high turbulent dissipation could be categorized into two groups in terms of the two sources of the turbulent mixing mentioned above, namely, unbalanced ageostrophic flows near fronts, and the internal waves. Both of these groups are found near the front (Figure 13 ), suggesting that the frontal regions are sites of enhanced microscale turbulent dissipation. The combination of the diabatic turbulence and the adiabatic subduction near the Kuroshio Front is found to be important for diapycnal mixing of water masses, which could contribute to the formation of the intermediate water masses (Figure 14) . Although the frontal regions are very narrow, as the fronts are ubiquitous near the numerous eddies found in the KuroshioOyashio confluent region, this combination provides a direct pathway to form subsurface salinity minima of North Pacific Intermediate Water in the entire North Pacific. Our microstructure data show intense turbulent mixing with an order of magnitude larger dissipation rate than that of the wind-scaling, which occurs in the inertially and/or symmetrically unstable mixed layer south of the Kuroshio Front, implying that these instabilities play a role in the formation of the STMW in winter.
